Innovative solutions with ASC including
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

Highlights
 Seamless integration in
customer environments /
applications
 Broad support /compatibility
 High stability, performance,
and security

As the demand in additional cloud services in the field of communication is steadily increasing, APIs to integrate additional functionalities into
the customers’ user interface and infrastructure are becoming more and
more important.
Our APIs offer our partners and customers the possibility to integrate the
ASC functionality into an existing application to exchange data between
systems or to control functions. Our API keys grant you topmost security
and support you in complying with Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards (PCI DSS).
ASC’s portfolio includes a large number of different APIs for cloud and
on-premise recording, quality management and analytics.

We record & analyze communications

Functionalities for the integration into applications
Recording control
Record on Demand (RoD):
 Manual recording
 Capturing threat calls by pressing
one button
 Start functionality
 Mute functionality for sensitive
data
 Continue recording with Unmute
command
 Finishing the call by pressing Stop
key

Bulk recording:
 Uninterrupted recording
 Complying with documentation
obligation
 Calls are recorded from the
beginning on
 Keep functionality
 Discarding recordings by pressing
Delete
 Recording status is displayed

Search and replay
Calls can be searched based on certain criteria and displayed in a list.
Available criteria: participant name,
date and time, phone number, call

Export

direction, additional data tagged to
the call during the recording.
The replay functionality allows listening to calls; additional functionalities such as forwarding, rewinding,
pausing, skipping, and repeating offer
maximum flexibility.

Based on the conversation ID, the export functionality allows you to export
conversations in *.wav format so that
they can be replayed in a standard
media player (e. g. Windows Media
Player).

The functionality Online Monitoring
allows listening in on calls in real time.

Provisioning
Our provisioning APIs facilitate the
configuration of tenants, users, and
phones. This saves you time and increases the quality when administrating your system.

Activities
ASC APIs enable you to tag additional
information to recordings. In contact
centers and other free seating environments, this allows tagging the
login name to a call (free seating without CTI). This makes it possible to
associate each call with one specific
employee.

Advantages
 Flexible, high-performance
APIs for a smooth integration
into other systems

On top of that, call data such as agent
ID, call direction, agent phone number, called party phone number, and
comments can be added. Beyond
that, up to 30 fields are available
which can be defined to meet individual purposes.

 Facilitates exchange of data
between systems
 Enhanced start/stop as well
as search and replay functionalities
 Enhanced call tagging
 Immediate reaction in case of
threat calls
 Deletion of private calls
 Free seating without CTI

The following programming languages are supported:
API

Recording control

Add additional data

Search and replay

Activities

Provisioning

Java

-

C++

-

COM Object

Only export

XML

-

Web Service

-

-

*

-

-

* Search and export to replay the required recordings.

About ASC
ASC is a worldwide leading software provider in the field of omni-channel recording, quality management, and analytics. Among our
target groups are all companies that record their communication, especially contact centers, financial institutions, and publicsafety organizations. ASC offers solutions to record, analyze, and evaluate multimedia interactions –as a service from the cloud as
well as on-premise. With its headquarters in Germany and subsidiaries in Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Rumania, Dubai, the
USA, Brazil, Mexico, Hong Kong, Japan, and Singapore as well as a global service network, ASC is one of the global players of the industry.
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